
Supervisor Meeting 7 
 
Date: 14 October 2015 
Time: 7pm 
Venue:  SIS Level 5 
  
Attendees: Sanjay Nelagadde 

Ng Kiat Keng 
Foo Yee Cheng 
Lim Ting Zhi 
Bendexter Lim Yu Xiang 
Chua Feng Ru 
Chris Boesch (Supervisor) 
 

Agenda: 1. Update supervisor on our current progress  
2. Demo our app to supervisor  
3. Gather feedback from supervisor. 

 

Details: 1. Explained to supervisor which algorithm we are using for color sorting 
and that we are using that algorithm so that the colors that are sorted 
are more visually appealing. Supervisor questioned our choice of 
algorithm saying that what we find visually appealing may not be 
what the users find visually appealing. Supervisor advised us to test it 
with the users to see which method of color sorting they prefer. 

2. Discussed with supervisor regarding our X-Factor and Technical 
Complexity. We have to prove that our app is working and that we 
have to have a distribution plan. If we are able to find a working 
distribution plan it is better than hitting the target of having 100 
users. We need to have a business continuity plan, best is if we have a 
plan that the sponsor can continue after December. 

3. We can show what we have learnt by showing data that we collected 
e.g. 

a. Show sponsors what ideas are good what are not. 
b. How our app is benefiting users and show proof 

4. Supervisor suggested to have alternative viewing mode when 
searching for nail post with the similar color. Currently app only 
allows viewing in grid view when searching for nail posts with colors 
similar to the chosen color.  

5. Supervisor suggested that in the color page, we could allow the whole 
page to be scrollable as the amount of space that can be scrolled is 
quite small. 

6. Supervisor suggested that instead of building a social media for nail 
polish and nail art lovers. We can alternatively allow users to upload 
any photos.  

7. Our first X-factor can be embedded advertisement for sozoco nail 
polish. We can put advertisements in the 5th post when users are 
searching for colors. By getting enough users to use the application, 
we can provide advertisements that will reach a larger group of 
people. 

 
Action Items: 1. Finalize on what exactly is the focus of our application 



2. Come up with a distribution plan for our application 
 

Agenda for 
next meeting: 

1. Update supervisor on the focus of our application 
2. Update supervisor on what is our distribution plan 

  
The meeting was adjourned at 8.30pm. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no 
amendments reported in the next three days. 
 

 
Prepared by, 
Ng Kiat Keng 
 
Vetted and edited by, 
Sanjay Nelagadde 


